
Robert Smith 
Core Machine Operator

PERSONAL STATEMENT

5+ years of experience as a Machine Operator. Seeking employment that 
allows me to grow professionally while being able to utilize my skills for the 
betterment of the organization with the best use of my dedication, 
determination, and resourcefulness. 

WORK EXPERIENCE

Core Machine Operator
ABC Corporation -   August 2015 – Present 

Responsibilities:

 Responsible for inspection, cleaning, and packaging of all plastic parts 
ran on a certain press per work instructions while maintaining a clean 
area and an hourly count.

 Ensuring the press is running parts that fit quality standards and do not 
exceed defects per work instructions.

 Preparing machine for production process by equipping it with the 
required tools and parts.

 Assuring the constant availability of raw materials and inputs so that 
the machine could function at all times.

 Making sure the products manufactured from the machine were of high 
quality; made adjustments to improve the quality when possible.

 Working overtime to complete the production requirement of the clients
 Maintaining the safe and efficient usage of all equipment, while 

adjusting settings to ensure accurate production of goods.

Busser/host/cook
ABC Corporation -   August 2014 – August 2015 

Responsibilities:

 Responsibilities same as the English inn for busser and dishwasher host-
greet and seat guests with a smile and menus while introducing them to
their server for the evening.

 See to it that all the guests are happy, everything in the kitchen is 
stocked for servers.

 Responsible for preparation of carrying out orders, exchange of 
payments as a cashier of the restaurant, making sure the business is 
running efficiently while tending to any complaints and reporting to the 
managers.

 Responsible for keeping the cooking area clean and stocked while 
maintaining speed and quality of fried foods such as mozzarella sticks, 
french fries, and chicken nuggets.

 Accomplishments tremendous growth took place at this restaurant, 
moved through the ranks rather fast.

 Efficiently cleaned and organized tables as needed while rapidly 
multitasking and managing other needs of the servers in a time 
effective manner.

 Respectfully interacted with customers and proficiently responded to 
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CONTACT DETAILS

1737 Marshville Road, 
Alabama
(123)-456-7899
info@qwikresume.com 
www.qwikresume.com

SKILLS

CAD, Welding, Detail 
Oriented, Excellent 
Research, Efficient With 
Microsoft Word, 
Powerpoint, Excel, 
Bilingual.

LANGUAGES

English (Native)
French (Professional)
Spanish (Professional)

INTERESTS

Climbing
Snowboarding
Cooking
Reading

REFERENCES

Reference – 1 (Company 
Name)
Reference – 2 (Company 
Name)
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their wants and needs immediately.

Education

Language And Composition, And Biology - (Eaton Rapids High School
- Eaton Rapids, MI)HS- (Mendon High School)High School Diploma in 
Biology, Science And Physics - 1998(No. 1 High School - Bangalore, 
Karnataka)
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